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Abstract
In this paper we address the issue of providing a structured coalgebra presentation of tran-
sition systems with algebraic structure on states determined by an equational speci1cation .
More precisely, we aim at representing such systems as coalgebras for an endofunctor on the
category of -algebras. The systems we consider are speci1ed by using arbitrary SOS rules,
which in general do not guarantee that bisimilarity is a congruence. We 1rst show that the struc-
tured coalgebra representation works only for systems where transitions out of complex states
can be derived from transitions out of corresponding component states. This decomposition prop-
erty of transitions indeed ensures that bisimilarity is a congruence. For a system not satisfying
this requirement, next we propose a closure construction which adds context transitions, i.e.,
transitions that spontaneously embed a state into a bigger context or vice versa. The notion of
bisimulation for the enriched system coincides with the notion of dynamic bisimilarity for the
original one, i.e., with the coarsest bisimulation which is a congruence. This is su5cient to
ensure that the structured coalgebra representation works for the systems obtained as result of
the closure construction. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Structured operational semantics (SOS) [27] is a simple and powerful style of
language speci1cation, where each language construct is de1ned separately by a few
clauses. Most of the developments in the area of process algebras are based on SOS
speci1cations, but often also functional and higher-order calculi and languages take
advantage of them. Special formats have been de1ned (see e.g. [2, 9, 16]), which au-
tomatically guarantee important properties, like that bisimulation is a congruence for
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the calculus under de1nition, or that a reduction system can be automatically derived
from the SOS rules.
Possible limitations of the ordinary SOS approach are that little model theory has
been actually developed, and that format restrictions exclude some of the most inter-
esting calculi, like the -calculus 1 [24]. Both limitations stem from the proof-theoretic
point of view of the SOS approach to operational semantics, which exploits structural
axioms only to a limited extent and is mainly interested in the initial model.
The usual model associated to an SOS speci1cation is a labelled transition system,
which can be easily seen as a coalgebra for an endofunctor in the category Set.
However, in this representation the states of the system are seen just as forming a
set, i.e., the algebraic structure modelling the construction of programs and the compo-
sition of states is disregarded. The relevance of the algebraic structure on states for the
theory of transitions systems is witnessed, for example, by the problem of “bisimilarity
as a congruence”, which is essential for making compositional the abstract semantics
based on bisimilarity.
The missing structure may be recovered by integrating coalgebras with algebras as
it is done, for example, in [29]. In this categorical approach, the algebraic structure is
represented by a monad T and the coalgebraic structure is given by a comonad D on
the same base category. Then, bialgebras are de1ned as algebra–coalgebra pairs over
a common carrier subject to a pentagonal law which ensures that the same structure
can be seen both as a coalgebra in the category of T -algebras and as an algebra in the
category of D-coalgebras. The corresponding liftings of the comonad D and the monad
T to the T -algebras and D-coalgebras, respectively, are derived from a distributive law
 :TD⇒DT which expresses the relation between the two structures. It is shown in [29]
that such distributive law may be derived from a speci1cation in GSOS format [2], a
format which makes sure that bisimilarity is a congruence. In fact, the same is true
for the overall framework of bialgebras since morphisms between bialgebras are both
algebra homomorphisms and coalgebra morphisms, and thus the unique morphism to
the 1nal bialgebra, which exists under reasonable assumptions, induces a (coarsest)
bisimulation congruence on any coalgebra.
A more concrete and (we believe) simpler presentation of essentially the same struc-
ture is introduced in [5]. Besides restricting on the coalgebraic side to coalgebras
for an endofunctor, the algebraic structure is represented by an equational algebraic
speci1cation which, in contrast to the abstract categorical notion of monad, provides
us with a concrete speci1cation language. In fact, although the semantical framework
of bialgebras allows to deal with algebras for an equational speci1cation = 〈; E〉,
the approach in [29] (like the GSOS format) is restricted to algebras for a signature .
In our view, the development of [5] 1ts quite naturally into an approach that we
can call of structured models, which is based on internal constructions. The idea is
that basic models are built using sets and functions, and morphisms between basic
1 A version of the -calculus (without the replication operator) which 1ts in deSimone format, and thus
for which a head-normalising axiom system can be immediately derived, is described in [11].
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models are de1ned in terms of functions and of axioms represented as diagrams in Set.
By replacing Set with an environment category C we can have automatically models
enriched with the structure speci1ed by C.
The structured model approach has been quite successful for structured transition
systems [8], where the basic versions are de1ned as sets of states, sets of transitions
and pairs of functions (i.e., source and target) between them. 2 In fact, just by varying
the environment category, structured transition systems exactly describe such diverse
models of computation as P=T Petri nets in the sense of [21], concurrent grammars,
concurrent term rewriting, term graph rewriting [4], graph rewriting [6, 17], and Horn
Clause Logic [3]. More interestingly, the free functor (which exists under mild condi-
tions on C) mapping the category of structured transition systems on C to the category
of internal categories in C actually corresponds to de1ning the operational semantics
of these models of computation. Another related example is described in [25], where
the notion of bisimilarity of [18] based on spans of open maps, initially de1ned for
ordinary transition systems, is automatically lifted to certain history dependent tran-
sition systems which model name generation and name passing as necessary for the
-calculus.
In general, internal constructions can be de1ned using sketches [19] or using ex-
tensions of algebraic theories which allow for partial algebras like categories (see
e.g. [20]), where internal constructions are represented as tensor composition of theo-
ries [15]. For instance, the theory of double categories, which are internal categories in
Cat, can be de1ned as the tensor product of the theory of categories with itself [22].
Following the structured model approach, in this paper we want to study under
which conditions transition systems can be represented as structured coalgebras on an
environment category of algebras. We formalise general (positive) SOS rules as 1nite
implications (Horn clauses) specifying a family of transition relations l→l∈L where L
is a set of labels. This automatically de1nes a notion of generated transition system as
the initial object in the category of systems satisfying the rules.
We consider transition systems where the collection of states is an algebra with
respect to an equational speci1cation = 〈; E〉, and where transitions are speci1ed
using general SOS rules. This allows us to consider also several of the rules which
have been actually proposed in the literature and which cannot be handled by “well-
behaved” formats. These include for instance the rules of the -calculus by axiomatising
substitution, and also axioms like
a:p | Ha:q →p | q
which is typical for the CHAM approach to operational semantics [1], but does not 1t
in any of the ordinary SOS formats since it applies to a complex term.
Unlike the GSOS format considered in [29], general SOS rules over an algebraic
speci1cation do not ensure that in the generated transition system bisimilarity is a
congruence with respect to the operators de1ned on states, which is a necessary
2 Labels on transitions and initial and 1nal states can also be easily added.
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condition for representing a system as a structured coalgebra. Therefore the abstract,
categorical framework introduced in [29] is not directly applicable to our systems.
Instead, following a similar intuition, we propose for a given set of SOS rules a
construction which maps an algebra of states to a corresponding algebra over the sets
of possible transitions from those states. We show that this construction de1nes a
functor if one considers among the rules derivable from the given SOS speci1cation
only those which are in a speci1c well-behaved format, namely pure, look-ahead-free
TYFT [16]. Furthermore, the equations de1ning the algebra of states must satisfy a
suitable condition, that we call TYFT bisimilarity.
Based on this construction, our result is that, for representing a transition system
〈S;→〉 satisfying the rules as a coalgebra in the category of -algebras (where we
assume that the equations satisfy the relevant conditions), the following condition is
necessary and su5cient. There exists a transition fA(a1; : : : ; an)
l→ b out of a composed
state if and only if there is a TYFT proof for the transition (i.e., a proof using only pure,
look-ahead-free TYFT rules derivable from the SOS speci1cation) using as premises
transitions out of the component states a1; : : : ; an. That means, a speci1cation with
general SOS rules which is not equivalent to a speci1cation with rules in this restricted
TYFT format excludes the structured coalgebra interpretation of the generated transition
system. Thus one could say that what was considered a methodological convenience,
i.e., that in the SOS approach each language construct is de1ned separately by a few
clauses, is in fact mandatory to guarantee a satisfactory algebraic structure.
The second part of the paper considers a rather diJerent class of systems, but
eventually, as a kind of side eJect, solves the lifting problem for a class of transition
systems which do not satisfy the condition above. Open systems are nowadays very
important in distributed and network computing. One of their fundamental properties
is the ability of adapting to additions of new components without requiring repeated
compilations and initialisations. Thus for two open systems to be equivalent, not only
experiments based on communications with the external world should be considered,
but also experiments consisting of the additions of new components. In our setting, this
corresponds to allow an extra clause in the de1nition of bisimulation where arbitrary
contexts are applied. The resulting notion of equivalence has been considered in [26]
and called dynamic bisimilarity. Of course, when ordinary bisimilarity is a congruence,
dynamic bisimilarity coincides with it. In any case it can be characterised as the coarsest
bisimulation which is a congruence. Dynamic bisimilarity is a rather stable notion, and
can be de1ned in several equivalent ways. For CCS with unobservable  transitions it
does not coincide with observational congruence (which is not a bisimulation), but it
is 1ner, and it can be axiomatised just by deleting one of Milner’s  laws.
Our result about open systems is that they 1t our structured coalgebra characterisation
if they can be provided with a set of universal contexts satisfying suitable conditions.
More precisely, given an SOS speci1cation with such a set of universal contexts, we can
de1ne its context closure, i.e., another speci1cation including also the possible context
transitions, namely all transitions resulting in the addition of some context and labelled
by it. We prove that dynamic bisimilarity for the given speci1cation coincides with
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ordinary bisimilarity for its context closure. In addition, any context closure can be
seen as a structured coalgebra. Thus open systems, for which dynamic bisimilarity
is the natural notion, always have a satisfactory algebraic structure. Ordinary systems
for which ordinary bisimilarity is not a congruence, can gain this property (and a
satisfactory algebraic structure) by also considering dynamic bisimilarity. This is done
at the expense of a 1ner notion of observational congruence, which anyway is the
coarsest possible, if it must be a bisimulation.
In a preliminary version of this paper which appeared as [7] similar concepts and
results have been developed for the restricted class of rules in algebraic format [13], and
the basic construction of the lifted functor considered only derived rules in DeSimone
format [9]. Besides adding complete proofs, the present paper generalises these results
to quite a wider class of SOS speci1cations, using in the de1nition of the lifted functor
rules in TYFT format.
2. Structured operational semantics
Transition systems in this paper are always equipped with an algebraic structure
determined by an equational algebraic speci1cation. Thus we start reviewing some
basic notions about algebras and algebraic speci1cations [10].
2.1. Preliminaries on algebraic speci?cations
We consider one-sorted speci1cations = 〈; E〉 where =(n)n∈N is a family of
operation symbols (we write op : n for op∈n) and E is a (not necessarily
1nite) set of equations. A -algebra A= 〈|A|; (opA)op∈〉 consists of a carrier set |A|
and a family of operations such that opA : |A|n→|A| if op : n∈. A -homomorphism
f :A→B is a function f : |A|→ |B| between carriers which respects the operations,
i.e., opB ◦fn=f ◦ opA. Denote the corresponding category by Alg().
Let T be the term algebra over  and, for a given set X of variables, T(X ) be the
algebra of -terms with variables in X . By V(t) we shall denote the set of variables
actually occurring in a term (or any other syntactical entity) t. The term algebra T
is an initial object in Alg(). The unique homomorphism into a -algebra A is given
by the inductive evaluation of ground terms eval :T→A. An assignment for a set
of variables X into a -algebra A is a function v : X → |A|; if A is an algebra of
terms, like T(Y ), such an assignment is also called a substitution and usually denoted
with Greek letter (, , : : :). The term algebra T(X ) is free over X in Alg(): if
v :X →|A| is an assignment for X into A, its free extension is denoted by Hv :T(X )→A
(sometimes we shall denote it by HvA, making explicit the target algebra A).
An equation (over X ) is a pair of terms s= t with s; t ∈T(X ). It is satis1ed in
a -algebra A if Hv(s)= Hv(t) for each assignment v :X →|A|. A -algebra A satis1es
an algebraic speci1cation = 〈; E〉 if it satis1es all equations in E. In this case
A is called -algebra. The category of -algebras and homomorphisms is the full
subcategoryAlg()⊆Alg(). The forgetful functor mapping a -algebra to its carrier
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is denoted by | | :Alg()→Set. Its left adjoint generating the free -algebra over a
set if F :Set→Alg().
Given a signature , a context C over  is an element of T({•}) with exactly one
occurrence of the variable •. Given a -algebra A and a∈A, by C[a] we denote the
element Hv(C) of A, where v(•)= a. An equivalence relation R⊆ |A| × |A| is called
congruence if it is preserved by the application of contexts, i.e., 〈a; b〉 ∈R implies
〈C[a]; C[b]〉 ∈R for all a; b∈ |A| and every context C over . An initial
object in Alg() is constructed as the quotient of T w.r.t. the least congruence con-
taining the relation {〈Hv(s); Hv(t)〉 | v :X →|A| ∧ (s = t)∈E} denoted by T=E or T.
2.2. Transition systems with algebraic structure
The basic idea of SOS speci1cations is to specify a transition relation by induction
over the structure of the system’s states. In order to make explicit this structure, instead
of standard labelled transition systems we consider transition systems whose sets of
states have an algebraic structure.
Denition 1 (Heterogeneous transition systems). Let = 〈; E〉 be an algebraic spec-
i1cation and L be a set of labels. A (heterogeneous) 3 transition system over ; L
is a pair hts= 〈A;→hts〉 where A is a -algebra and →hts⊆ |A| ×L× |A| is a labelled
(transition) relation. For 〈a; l; b〉 ∈→hts we write a l→hts b; as usual.
A morphism f : hts→ hts′ of (heterogeneous) transition systems over  and L is a
-homomorphism f :A→A′ such that a l→hts b implies that f(a) l→hts′ f(b). The cat-
egory of (heterogeneous) transition systems over  and L is denoted HTS;L.
A labelled transition system, brie@y LTS, is a heterogeneous transition system over
the empty speci?cation = ∅. The category LTSL of labelled transition systems
(over L) is de?ned as HTS∅; L.
When considering systems with algebraic structure we will usually assume that the
signature  contains at least one constant. This ensures that transition systems over
; L have non-empty carrier.
Bisimulation is usually de1ned for labelled transition systems. Below, this notion
is lifted to heterogeneous systems by applying the classical de1nition to the labelled
transition system obtained by forgetting the algebraic structure of states. Intuitively,
two states of a labelled transition system are bisimilar if not only there are sequences
of transitions starting from them having the same labels, but also the states reached
after such transitions are bisimilar. Bisimilarity is the maximal set of pairs of bisimilar
states, and it can be shown easily that it is a well-de1ned equivalence relation.
Denition 2 (Bisimulation). Let = 〈; E〉 be an algebraic speci1cation, L be a set
of labels, and hts= 〈S;→〉 be a heterogeneous transition system over ; L. Let R
3 This quali1cation is intended to stress the fact that in these systems the labels and the transition relation
have a weaker structure than the states, unlike structured transition systems introduced below.
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be a binary relation on S. Then ", a function from relations to relations, is de1ned
by (s; t)∈"(R) if and only if for all l∈L:
• whenever s l→ s′ there exists t′ such that t l→ t′ and (s′; t′)∈R; and
• whenever t l→ t′ there exists s′ such that s l→ s′ and (s′; t′)∈R.
A relation R is called bisimulation if and only if R⊆"(R).
The relation ∼=∪{R |R⊆"(R)} is called bisimilarity.
On transition systems with algebraic structure on states, equivalences which are con-
gruences with respect to the operators are very important: they can be used to provide
a compositional abstract semantics. In many cases, bisimilarity is not a congruence,
as we will see later on with an example for the -calculus. This leads us naturally
to the de1nition of observational congruence, which is simply the coarsest congruence
included in bisimilarity.
Denition 3 (Observational congruence). Let hts= 〈S;→〉 be a heterogeneous transi-
tion system over  and L, and s; t ∈ S be two states of hts. We say that s≈ t if and
only if for any context C over ; C[s]∼C[t]. Relation ≈ is called observational
congruence.
Structured transition systems are systems where both the states and the transition
relation are equipped with an algebraic structure, therefore they can be seen as hetero-
geneous transition systems over  and L where both L and the transition relation are
-algebras. A general theory of such systems has been proposed in [8], and has been
used to provide a computational semantics for many formalisms (see Section 1). Next
they are de1ned as labelled transition systems internal to a category of algebras.
Denition 4 (Structured transition systems). Let  be an algebraic speci1cation and
L be a -algebra of labels. A structured transition system (over  and L) is a pair
sts= 〈A;→sts〉 where A is a -algebra of states and →sts⊆A×L×A is a subalgebra
of the product A×L×A in Alg().
The category of structured transition systems over  and L, with morphisms de1ned
as in De1nition 1, is denoted STS;L.
The concept of structured transition systems represents a generalisation of the alge-
braic semantics of place–transition (P=T) nets in [21]. There it is shown that the tran-
sition systems of P=T nets are naturally obtained by imposing a commutative monoid
structure on the transitions of a heterogeneous graph representing a net.
2.3. SOS rules and speci?cations
Given an algebraic speci1cation  and a set of labels L, a collection of SOS
rules can be regarded as a speci1cation of the subcategory of HTS;L including all
transition systems for which the transition relation is closed under the given rules.
In the following, SOS rules are formally de1ned as 1nite implications of sequents
over a binary transition predicate l→ for each label l∈L. Such rules may be
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interpreted as Horn clauses (with equality) specifying a heterogeneous transition system
regarded as a relational structure.
Denition 5 (SOS rules; satisfaction; entailment; theory). Given a set of labels L, an
algebraic speci1cation = 〈; E〉, and a countable set of variables X , a sequent s l→ t
(over L and ) is a triple where l∈L is a label and s; t ∈T(X ) are -terms with
variables in X . An SOS rule r over ; L, and X takes the form
s1
l1→ t1; : : : ; sn ln→ tn
s l→ t
where si
li→ ti as well as s l→ t are sequents over ; L, and X .
Given a heterogeneous transition system hts= 〈A;→hts〉, an assignment v :X →|A| is
a solution to a sequent s l→ t over ; L, and X in hts if Hv(s) l→hts Hv(t). We say that
hts satis?es a rule r like above, written hts |= r, if each (joint) solution to si li→ ti for
i=1; : : : ; n is also a solution to s l→ t. In this case we also say that hts is a model of r.
An SOS speci?cation is a four-tuple %= 〈; L; X; R〉 consisting of an algebraic spec-
i1cation , a set of labels L, a countable set of variables X , and a set of SOS rules
R over ; L, and X . By HTS% we denote the full subcategory of HTS;L where all
systems satisfy the rules in R.
An SOS speci1cation % entails a rule r if all heterogeneous transition systems
in HTS% also satisfy r. The theory Th(%) of % is de1ned as the closure of R under
this entailment relation.
According to the formalisation of SOS rules has Horn clauses, a sequent s l→ t is a
proposition stating that s and t are in the relation l→. Modulo this translations, the above
notion of satisfaction of rules by transition systems coincides with the satisfaction of
Horn clauses with equality by a corresponding relational structure. The following fact is
a consequence of this observation.
Fact 6. The category HTS% has an initial object T% whose set of states is the initial
-algebra T.
The next proposition shows that structured transition systems can be characterised,
in quite an obvious way, by a suitable SOS speci1cation.
Proposition 7 (Specifying structured transition systems). Let  be a speci?cation and
L be a -algebra of labels. Furthermore; let X be a countable set of variables; and
let R consist of all rules
[op]
x1
l1→y1; : : : ; xn ln→yn
op(x1; : : : ; xn)
opL(l1 ;:::;ln)→ op(y1; : : : ; yn)
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for each operation op of arity n in ; and for any choice of labels l1; : : : ; ln ∈ |L|. Then;
the category STS;L is isomorphic to the category HTS% with %= 〈; |L|; X; R〉.
Rule [op] above shows that structured transition systems are only adequate for
modelling rule-based systems (like Petri nets, term rewriting systems, etc.) where the
algebraic structure is orthogonal to the transition structure. This is not the case, for ex-
ample, for process algebras, and this is the reason why we introduced in De1nition 1
systems where the structure of states does not necessarily carry over to transitions.
Consider for example the following fragment of the -calculus [24] with early binding
(but without restriction or extrusion) which will be our main example.
Example 8 (-calculus fragment). Assuming a countable in1nite set N of names
(ranged over by x;y; z; : : :), the pre?xes (*; +; : : :) are built according to the follow-
ing syntax (we assume that  =∈N):
* =  | Hxy | x(y):
Then agents are de1ned by the one-sorted algebraic speci1cation ,= 〈,; E,〉 whose
signature is given by
P = 0 | * : P |P + Q |P|Q |P[x=y]
where P;Q range over agents. Notice in particular that *: and [x=y] both repre-
sent families of unary operations, one for each pre1x * and each pair of names x;y,
respectively. A simpler and more elegant presentation could have been given by using
a many-sorted algebraic speci1cation including, besides a sort for agents, also sorts
for names and pre1xes, and postulating a 1xed interpretation for those additional
sorts (in the style, for example, of Hidden Algebras [14]). We preferred to stick to the
one-sorted case, to keep de1nitions simpler.
The equations below axiomatise the operation of substitution. They also make sure
that agents are de1ned up to *-conversion, and that 〈+; 0〉 forms a semi-lattice and
〈|; 0〉 a commutative monoid. Notice that the equations involving assumptions about the
names x;y; z; v are actually equation schemas expanding to a countable set of equations.
E, =
for all P;Q; R: Agent; x; y; z; v ∈N
0 + P = P; P + Q = Q + P;
P + P = P; (P + Q) + R = P + (Q + R);
(P|Q)|R = P|(Q|R); P|Q = Q|P P|0 = P;
0[z=x] = 0;
( : P)[z=x] =  : P [z=x];
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( Hxy : P)[z=x] = Hzy : P[z=x] if x = y;
( Hxy : P)[z=y] = Hxz : P[z=y] if x = y;
( Hxy : P)[z=v] = Hxy : P[z=v] if v =∈ {x; y};
( Hxx : P)[z=x] = Hzz : P[z=x];
x(y) : P = x(z) : P[z=y] if z =∈ free-names(P);
(x(y) : P)[z=v] = x(y) : P[z=v] if y =∈ {z; v} and x = v;
(x(y) : P)[z=x] = z(y) : P[z=x] if y =∈ {x; z};
(P + Q)[z=x] = P[z=x] + Q[z=x];
(P|Q)[z=x] = P[z=x]|Q[z=x]:
Let L, be the set of labels (observable actions) consisting of
output actions Hxy for each x; y∈N
input actions xy for each x; y∈N
invisible action 
The SOS speci1cation Pi is given by the four-tuple Pi= 〈,; L,; X; R,〉, where R,
consists of all instances of the following rules:
[out]
Hxy:P
Hxy→P
[in]
x(y):P xz→P[z=y]
for each z ∈N
[ch]
P l→P′
P + Q l→P′
[par]
P l→P′
P|Q l→P′|Q
[com]
P
Hxy→P′; Q xy→Q′
P|Q →P′|Q′
:
Due to the commutativity of + and | the symmetric variants of the last three rules are
not needed, as they are entailed by the SOS speci1cation.
The fragment of the -calculus under consideration can be characterised as the initial
model of this speci1cation.
It is clear that the process algebra just introduced cannot be represented as a struc-
tured transition system because otherwise the transition relation would automatically
be closed under all operations on states. This would mean to assume rules like in
Proposition 7 which are clearly not meaningful here.
In fact, SOS rules provide a much more Oexible way to specify the generation
of transitions which is in general independent of the algebraic structure on states.
However, we shall show in the next section that, under the coalgebraic view, models
of compositional SOS speci1cations admit a presentation which is similarly homoge-
neous like structured transition systems. Unfortunately, as it is shown next, the SOS
speci1cation Pi does not generate a compositional transition system.
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Example 9 (The -calculus is not compositional). Let u; v∈N with u = v. In the
initial Pi-transition system consider the two agents
P = Huy : 0|v(z):0 and Q = Huy : v(z) : 0 + v(z): Huy:0:
Clearly, P∼Q. Now consider the context C = x(v) :• over ,. Then it is easy to check
that C[P] = x(v) :P ∼ x(v) :Q=C[Q]. In fact, we have x(v) :P xu→P[u=v] = Huy :0|u(z) :
0 → 0|0[y=z] = 0, while x(v) :Q xu→Q[u=v] = Huy :u(z) :0 + u(z) : Huy:0, and this last agent
has no outgoing transitions labelled by .
Again, this is related to the fact that the transition relation is not compositional in
the 1rst place since the agent P[u=v] can make a -transition which cannot be derived
by the SOS rules from transitions out of P.
One may ask whether compositionality is a necessary condition for ensuring that
bisimilarity is a congruence: the following example shows that this is not the case.
Consider the algebraic structure given by a binary associative operation ∗ together
with a single constant a, and the SOS rule with empty premise and a ∗ a *→ a as
conclusion. The initial system has as states all non-empty sequences of a’s, and each
transition reduces their length by one. Clearly, two states of this system are bisimilar
if and only if they are equal. Still the behaviour is not compositional since the state
a ∗ a may be decomposed, but there is no way to derive the outgoing transition from
transitions out of a.
We conclude this section by recalling the well-known TYFT format of SOS rules [16],
which shall play a central role in the rest of the paper.
Denition 10 (TYFT and separated format of SOS rules). An SOS rule r over =
〈; E〉 and L is in TYFT format if it has the form
r =
{ti li→yi}i∈I
f(x1; : : : ; xn)
l→ t
where yi and xj are all distinct variables. Rule r is pure if all its variables are
among {yi}i∈I ∪{xj}16j6n. Furthermore, r is look-ahead free if for all i∈ I; V(ti)
⊆{x1; : : : ; xn}. Since we will only consider TYFT rules which are pure and look-ahead
free, for the sake of conciseness in the following we will call them “TYFT rules” tout
court. If R is a set of SOS rules, by TYFT[R] we denote the set of all TYFT rules in R.
An SOS rule r is in separated format if it satis1es all the conditions for pure, look-
ahead free TYFT rules, but for the fact that the source of the conclusion is an arbitrary
term t with V(t)= {x1; : : : ; xn}.
3. Coalgebraic models for heterogeneous transition systems
In this section we 1rst review the representation of standard labelled transition sys-
tems as coalgebras for an endofunctor on the category of sets [28]. Then, we show
how an SOS speci1cation determines a lifting of this endofunctor to a category of
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algebras. Finally we discuss under which conditions a heterogeneous transition system
can be represented as a coalgebra for this lifted functor thus emphasising the relevant
algebraic structure of states and transitions. In particular we will show that this more
structured presentation is feasible only for compositional systems.
3.1. Transition systems as coalgebras
Let us start introducing the formal de1nition of coalgebra for a functor.
Denition 11 (Coalgebras). Let B :C→C be an endofunctor on a category C. A coal-
gebra for B or B-coalgebra is a pair 〈A; a〉 where A is an object of C and a :A→B(A)
is an arrow. A B-cohomomorphism f : 〈A; a〉→ 〈A′; a′〉 is an arrow f :A→A′ of C
such that
f; a′ = a;B(f): (1)
The category of B-coalgebras and B-cohomomorphisms will be denoted B-Coalg. The
underlying functor U :B-Coalg→C maps an object 〈A; a〉 to A and an arrow f to
itself.
For a 1xed set of labels L, Let QL :Set→Set be the functor de1ned on
objects as X →P(L×X ), where P denotes the powerset functor, and on arrows as
QL(f)(T )= {〈l; f(a)〉 | 〈l; a〉 ∈T}, for f :X →Y and T ⊆L×X . Then coalgebras for
this functor are one-to-one with labelled transition systems over L [28].
Proposition 12 (Labelled transition systems as coalgebras). The category QL-Coalg is
isomorphic to the sub-category of LTSL containing all its objects and all the mor-
phisms f :TS→TS ′ which also “re@ect” transitions; i.e.; such that if f(s) l→TS′ t then
there is a state s′∈ S such that s l→TS s′ and f(s′)= t.
It is instructive to spell out the correspondence just stated. For objects, a transition
system 〈S;→〉 is mapped to the coalgebra 〈S; 〉 where (s)= {〈l; s′〉 | s l→ s′}, and,
vice versa, a coalgebra 〈S;  : S→QL(S)〉 is mapped to the system 〈S;→〉 with s l→ s′
if 〈l; s′〉 ∈ (s). For arrows, by spelling out condition (1) for functor QL, we get
∀s ∈ S:{〈l; t〉 |f(s) l→ t} = {〈l; f(s′)〉 | s l→ s′}
and by splitting this set equality in the conjunction of the two inclusions, one can
easily see that inclusion “⊇” is equivalent to s l→ s′⇒f(s) l→f(s′), showing that
f is a transition system morphism, while the left-to-right inclusion is equivalent to
f(s) l→ t⇒∃s′: s l→ s′ ∧f(s′)= t, meaning that f is a “zig-zag” morphism, i.e., that it
reOects transitions.
For technical reasons which will become clear in the next subsection, we shall
not use functor QL to represent transition systems over L, but the slightly diJerent
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functor PL :Set→Set de1ned on objects as PL(X )=P(L×X + X ), 4 and on arrows
as PL(f)(T )= {〈l; f(a)〉 | 〈l; a〉 ∈T}∪ {f(a) | a∈T}, for f :X →Y and T ⊆L×X+X .
More precisely, a transition system 〈S;→〉 is represented by the PL-coalgebra 〈S;  : S→
P(L× S + S)〉 de1ned as (s)= {〈l; s′〉 | s l→ s′}∪ {s}. Therefore the only diJerence
with the representation of S as a QL-coalgebra is that the set of transitions associated
to a state s includes the state itself. By the way, this de1nes a full embedding of
QL-Coalg into PL-Coalg, which guarantees that the interpretation of cohomomorphisms
as functions preserving and reOecting transitions holds for the representation of systems
as PL-coalgebras as well.
The property of “reOecting behaviours” enjoyed by cohomomorphims plays a funda-
mental roˆle, for example, for the characterisation of bisimulation relations as spans of
cohomomorphisms, for the relevance of 1nal coalgebras, and for various other results
of the theory of coalgebras [28]. Given two coalgebras 〈A; a〉 and 〈A′; a′〉, a coalgebraic
bisimulation on them is a coalgebra 〈A×A′; r〉 having as carrier the cartesian product
of the carriers, and such that the projections  :A×A′→A and ′ :A×A′→A′ are co-
homomorphisms. Interestingly, it is easy to check that two states of a labelled transition
system S are bisimilar (in the standard sense, see De1nition 2) if and only if there is a
coalgebraic bisimulation on S (regarded as a QL- or PL-coalgebra) which relates them.
An even easier de1nition of categorical bisimilarity can be given if there exists a
1nal coalgebra. In this case, two elements of the carrier of a coalgebra are bisimilar
iJ they are mapped to the same element of the 1nal coalgebra by the unique coho-
momorphism. Unfortunately, due to cardinality reasons, the functor PL does not admit
a 1nal coalgebra (the same holds for QL [28]). One satisfactory, alternative solution
consists in replacing the powerset functor P on Set by the countable powerset functor
Pc, which maps a set to the family of its countable subsets. Then, de1ning the functor
PcL :Set→Set by X →Pc(L×X + X ), coalgebras for this endofunctor allow one to
represent transition systems with countable degree, i.e., systems where for each state
s∈ S the set {〈s′; l〉 | s l→ s′}∪ {s} is countable. Unlike the functor PL, the functor PcL
admits cofree and 1nal coalgebras.
Proposition 13 (Final and cofree PcL -coalgebras). The obvious underlying functor U :
PcL -Coalg→Set has a right adjoint R :Set→PcL -Coalg associating with each set X a
cofree coalgebra over X . As a consequence; the category PcL -Coalg has a ?nal object;
which is the cofree coalgebra R(1) over a ?nal set 1.
Proof. According to [28] it is enough to show that the functor PcL is bounded. This is
the case, because the cardinality of the subsets assigned by PcL is bounded by !.
We shall stick to this functor throughout the rest of the paper, and since there is no
room for confusion the superscript c will be understood.
4 With + we denote disjoint union. Therefore an element T ∈PL(X ) may contain pairs like 〈l; x〉 ∈ L×X
and=or elements of X .
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3.2. Lifting functors to categories of algebras
The transition systems in this paper are equipped with some algebraic structure on
states, transitions, and=or labels which plays relevant role in their construction and
analysis. Therefore, their representation as coalgebras in Set introduced above is not
satisfactory because the algebraic structure on states (and transitions) is lost. This calls
for the introduction of structured coalgebras, i.e., coalgebras for an endofunctor on a
category Alg() of algebras for an algebraic speci1cation  which is determined by
the structure of states. Since it is natural to require that the structured coalgebraic repre-
sentation of a system is compatible with the unstructured, set-based one, the following
notion will be relevant.
Denition 14 (Lifting). Given endofunctors B :C→C; B′ :C′→C′ and a functor V :
C′→C; B′ is called a lifting of B along V , if B′;V =V ;B.
In particular, if | | :Alg()→Set is the underlying set functor, for a given SOS
speci1cation %= 〈; L; X; R〉 satisfying certain conditions we will de1ne a functor P% :
Alg()→Alg() which is a lifting of PL along | |.
The structured coalgebraic representation of transition systems has been studied
in [29] for the case of CCS and other process algebra whose operational semantics
are given by SOS rules in the GSOS format, and in [5] for structured transition sys-
tems. In the 1rst case the lifting of PL is determined by the SOS rules, while in the
second one it is induced by the algebraic speci1cation . We follow the 1rst approach
and show subsequently how the second forms a special case. Given a -algebra A with
= 〈; E〉, the de1nition of lifting uniquely determines the carrier of P%(A), because
|P%(A)| must be equal to PL(|A|)=P(L× |A|+ |A|). Therefore to de1ne the action of
the lifted functor P% on A, we only have to provide the interpretation of all operator
symbols in  on the carrier P(L× |A|+ |A|).
Since the carrier of P%(A) is a power-set, what we need to de1ne is a power-
algebra [12]. The elements of such an algebra are sets containing pairs of the form
〈l; a〉 and elements of A. Actually, we are mainly interested in sets which contain only
one element of A, and we interpret them as the possible transitions out of that state. The
interpretation of the operators of  is driven by the SOS rules: each TYFT rule having a
conclusion of the shape f(x1; : : : ; xn)
l→ t gives a contribution to the de1nition of f on
the power-algebra. Intuitively, if there are transitions out of the states Hv(x1); : : : ; Hv(xn)
which satisfy the premises (where v :X →|A| provides an assignment of the variables
of the rule to elements of |A|), the application of f to sets containing such transitions
will return a set of transitions out of the composed state containing at least the transition
〈l; Hv(t)〉.
Denition 15 (Power algebras). Let = 〈; E〉 be an algebraic speci1cation. For a
-algebra A, we will denote by PowAlg(; L; A) the class of power-algebras containing
all -algebras P such that:
(1) the carrier of P is P(L× |A|+ |A|);
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(2) all operations are monotonic, i.e., for all f∈n, if Ti⊆T ′i for all i∈{1; : : : ; n},
then fP(T1; : : : ; Tn)⊆fP(T ′1 ; : : : ; T ′n );
(3) for all f∈n and for all T1; : : : ; Tn ∈ |P|; fP(T1; : : : ; TN )∩ |A|= {fA(a1; : : : ; an) | ∀j
∈{1; : : : ; n} :aj ∈ (Tj ∩ |A|)}. 5
We will denote by |PA| the set P(L× |A| + |A|), i.e., the carrier of all algebras in
PowAlg(; L; A).
Let P and Q be two power-algebras in PowAlg(; L; A). We write PQ if for
all n∈N, for all operators f∈n and for all n-tuples 〈T1; : : : ; Tn〉 ∈ |PA|n it holds
fP(T1; : : : ; Tn)⊆fQ(T1; : : : ; Tn). 6
Given a !-chain P0P1 : : : of algebras in PowAlg(; L; A), it admits a limit P with
P ∈PowAlg(; L; A), where the action of an operation on a tuple of sets is de1ned as
the union of the actions of the corresponding operations in the chain.
The following technical lemma will be used later.
Fact 16 (Properties of power-algebras). (1) Let P ∈PowAlg(; L; A) be a power-
algebra; t ∈T(X ) be a term; and v :V(t)→|PA| be an assignment. Then a∈ HvP(t)∩
|A|⇔∃w :V(t)→|A| :∀x∈V(t) :w(x)∈ v(x)∧ a= HwA(t).
(2) Let P;Q∈PowAlg(; L; A) and v :X →|PA|. Then for all t ∈T(X ); HvP(t)∩ |A| =
HvQ(t)∩ |A|:
Proof (Sketch): (1) is easily proved by structural induction on t, and (2) follows from
point (1), by observing that in the formula characterizing a∈ HvP(t); P does not appear
at all.
We will de1ne P%, the lifting of PL determined by a given SOS speci1cation %, as
the functor mapping a -algebra A to the “minimal” power-algebra in PowAlg(; L; A)
satisfying the TYFT rules in the theory of %.
Denition 17 (Satisfaction of sequents and rules). Let P ∈PowAlg(; L; A), let s l→ t
be a sequent (over ; L and X ), and let v :X →|PA| be an assignment. Then 〈P; v〉
is a solution to the sequent (written 〈P; v〉 |= s l→ t) if for all a∈ HvP(t)∩ |A| it holds
〈l; a〉 ∈ HvP(s).
Let r be a TYFT rule (over , L, and X )
r =
{ti li→yi}i∈I
f(x1; : : : ; xn)
l→ t
and let v : V(r) → |PA| be an assignment. We say that v is Y-linear if for all i ∈ I ,
v(yi)∩|A| is a singleton. The pair 〈P; v〉 satis?es r (written 〈P; v〉 |= r) if either v is not
Y-linear, or it is Y-linear and (∀i ∈ I : 〈P; v〉 |= ti li→yi) ⇒ (〈P; v〉 |= f(x1; : : : ; xn) l→ t).
5 Let P(A) denote the power algebra obtained by extending the operations of A in a pointwise manner to
subsets of |A|. Then this condition is equivalent to require that ∩ |A| :P→P(A) is a -homomorphism.
6 Equivalently, P	Q iJ for all t ∈ T(X ), for all v :V(t)→|PA|; HvP(t)⊆ HvQ(t).
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Similarly, we write P |= s l→ t (P |= r) if for all assignments v :X →|P| it holds
〈P; v〉 |= s l→ t (〈P; v〉 |= r, respectively). If R is a set of sequents or rules, we write
P |=R if P |= r for all r ∈R.
In the de1nition of satisfaction for a TYFT rule by an assignment the restriction to
Y-linear assignments only is motivated by the fact that the conclusion must be satis1ed
when exactly one transition is provided as witness for each premise of the rule: a
non-Y-linear assignment v satis1es at least one premise either with no transition at all
(if v(yi) ∩ |A| = ∅) or with more than one transition.
The de1nition of solution to a sequent above should make clear why we are consid-
ering the lifting of functor PL rather than of QL (see Section 3.1). In order to provide
a solution for a sequent x l→y over X , an assignment v :X →|PA| should map y to
elements of |A| and x to pairs representing transitions: this explains why the carrier of
the power-algebras we are considering contains a copy of |A|.
Before introducing the lifting of PL we need the following de1nition.
Denition 18 (TYFT proof ). Let R be a set of SOS rules, let s; t ∈ T(X ), and let
; = {vj mj→ zj}j∈J be a 1nite set of sequents such that vj ∈ V(s) for all j ∈ J , all
elements of Z = {zj | j ∈ J} are distinct variables, Z ∩V(s) = ∅, and V(t)⊆V(;)
[=V(s) ∪ Z].
Then we say that there is a TYFT proof (using R) of the sequent s l→ t with premises
; if either
• s l→ t ∈ ;, and in this case the TYFT proof is called trivial; or
• there is a TYFT rule r = {ti
li→ yi}i∈I
f(x1 ;:::;xn)
l→ t′
in R and a substitution  : {x1; : : : ; xn} →
T(V(s)) such that
(1) H(f(x1; : : : ; xn)) = s;
(2) for all i ∈ I there is a TYFT proof of a sequent H(ti) li→pi with premises
;i = {v m→ z ∈ ; | v ∈V( H(ti))};
(3) it holds t = H(t′), where  :V(r)→ TR(V(;)) is the substitution de1ned as
(x) =
{
(x) if x ∈ {x1; : : : ; xn}
pi if x = yi ∧ i ∈ I :
Denition 19 (Lifting of PL induced by a SOS speci?cation). Let %= 〈= 〈; E〉; L;
X; R〉 be a SOS speci1cation such that for all equations s= t in E the following property
holds:
TYFT bisimilarity: For every TYFT proof using Th(%) of a sequent Hv(s) l→ s′, with
v :V(s)∪V(t)→T(X ) and premises >, there is a TYFT proof using exactly the same
premises > of a sequent Hv(t) l→ t′, for some t′ such that s′≡E t′, and vice versa. 7
7 By ≡E we denote the congruence of T(X ) generated by the equations E of the SOS speci1cation.
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Then for a -algebra A; P%(A) is de1ned as the minimal power-algebra P%A ∈PowAlg
(; L; A) such that P%A |= r for all rules r in Th(%) which are in TYFT format. Fur-
thermore, if g :A→B is a -homomorphism, P%(g) :P%(A)→P%(B) is de1ned as
P%(g)(T )= {g(a) | a∈T ∩ |A|} ∪ {〈l; g(a)〉 | 〈l; a〉 ∈T ∩ (L× |A|)}.
Notice that in the above de1nition only the rules in TYFT format belonging to the
theory of the SOS speci1cation are taken into account. The rest of this section is
dedicated to the proof that, under the required condition on equations, P% is a well-
de1ned functor. Let us start by characterising in a constructive way the minimal power-
algebra satisfying a given set of TYFT rules.
Proposition 20 (A chain of power-algebras). Let %= 〈; L; X; R〉 be a SOS speci?-
cation; and let A∈Alg(). The power-algebras PAk ; k ∈N are de?ned inductively
as follows:
Base case: For each n∈N; f∈n; and T1; : : : ; Tn ∈P(L× |A|+ |A|);
fP
A
0 (T1; : : : ; Tn) = {fA(a1; : : : ; an) | ∀j ∈ {1; : : : ; n}:aj ∈ Tj ∩ |A|}:
InductiCe case: For each k¿0; the operations of PAk+1 are de?ned as
fP
A
k+1(T1; : : : ; Tn) =


fP
A
k (T1; : : : ; Tn)∪
{〈l; a〉 | ∃r ∈ TYFT[Th(%)]; r = {ti
li→yi}i∈I
f(x1; : : : ; xn)
l→ t
∃v :V(r)→|PA|:v is Y-linear ∧ ∀j ∈ {1; : : : ; n}:v(xj) = Tj∧
〈PAk ; v〉 |= {ti li→yi}i∈I ∧ a ∈ HvPAk (t) ∩ |A|}
:
Then the following facts hold:
(1) For all k ∈N; PAk ∈PowAlg(; L; A). 8
(2) For all k ∈N; PAk PAk+1.
(3) Let PA ∈PowAlg(; L; A) be the limit of the chain PA0 PA1  : : : : Then PA is the
minimal power-algebra in PowAlg(; L; A) which satis?es all rules in
TYFT[Th(S)], i.e.;
(3.1) PA ∈PowAlg(; L; A);
(3.2) PA |=TYFT[Th(%)], and
(3.3) Q |=TYFT[Th(%)]⇒PAQ.
Proof. For the sake of simplicity, for an assignment v :X →|PA| let us denote by Hvk
the induced function HvPAk :T(X )→PAk .
For point (1), the monotonicity of fP
A
k follows by the observation that if a Y-linear
assignment v :V(r)→|PA| is a solution to the premises of r, then so is any v′ such
that ∀i∈ I :v′(yi)= v(yi)∧∀j∈{1; : : : ; n} : v′(xj)⊇ v(xj). Condition (3) of De1nition 15
8 Note that in this proposition the power-algebras PAk are regarded as -algebras, instead of as -algebras.
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is obvious for k =0, and it is invariant for k¿0 because no elements of |A| are added
in the Inductive Case.
Point (2) follows directly from the de1nitions, the only thing to be checked be-
ing that for a given rule r and Y-linear assignment v, if 〈PAk ; v〉 is a solution to the
premises of r, then so is 〈PAk+1; v〉. For a given i∈ I; by De1nition 17 〈PAk ; v〉 |= ti
li→yi iJ
∀a∈ Hvk(yi)∩ |A| :〈li; a〉 ∈ Hvk(ti). Since by Fact 16(2) we have Hvk(yi)∩ |A|= Hvk+1(yi)∩
|A|; and Hvk(ti)⊆ Hvk+1(ti) by easy structural induction, we deduce that 〈PAk+1; v〉 |= ti
li→yi
as desired.
Point (3:1) immediately follows from the fact that PowAlg(; L; A) is closed under
limits of chains. Concerning point (3:2), suppose that there is a rule r ∈Th(%) with
r=
{ti li→yi}i∈I
f(x1; : : : ; xn)
l→ t
and a Y-linear assignment v :V(r)→|PA| such that ∀i∈ I:〈PA; v〉 |= ti li→yi. Since PA
is de1ned as the limit of a chain of power-algebras there is a k ∈N such that ∀i∈ I :
〈PAk ; v〉|= ti
li→yi. By the Inductive Case above, this implies that ∀a∈ Hvk(t)∩ |A| :〈l; a〉 ∈
fP
A
k+1(v(x1); : : : ; v(xn))= Hvk+1(f(x1; : : : ; xn)); which in turn implies 〈PA; v〉 |= r because
Hvk+1(t)⊆ HvPA(t). Finally, point (3:3) can be proved in a standard way by induction.
Notice that, so far, for a given  algebra A we only know that P%(A) is a
-algebra. The next example shows that P% does not preserve, in general, the satis-
faction of equations if the TYFT bisimilarity condition of De1nition 19 is not satis1ed.
Example 21 (Failure of preservation of equations by P%). Consider the SOS speci1-
cation %= 〈〈; E〉; L; X; R〉 where  contains a single operator c of arity zero, E= {x=
y}; L= {l}; and X ⊇{x; y}. Clearly, each 〈; E〉-algebra is isomorphic to A= 〈{∗};
cA=∗〉. Since P% is a lifting of PL we have that |P%(A)|=PL({∗})=P({l}×{∗} +
{∗})= {∅; {∗}; {〈l; ∗〉}; {∗; 〈l; ∗〉}}. No algebra de1ned on this carrier satis1es the
equation x=y.
Notice that this counterexample is independent of the rules R. In particular, it is
possible to show that equation x=y does not satisfy the condition TYFT bisimilarity
for any set of rules R. In fact, there is a (trivial) TYFT proof for sequent x l→ z with
premise {x l→ z}, but there is no TYFT proof for y l→ z using the same premise.
The following lemma relates the structure of the power-algebra P%(A) = PA to the
existence of TYFT proofs for sequents.
Lemma 22 (on the structure of P%(A)). Let s ∈ T(X ) and let w : X → |PA| be an
assignment. Furthermore; let Z be the set of variables Z = {zv;l;b | 〈l; b〉 ∈ w(v) ∧
v ∈ V(s)}; let ;w be the set of sequents ;w = {v l→ zv;l;b|zv;l;b ∈ Z}; and let wZ :
V(s) ∪ Z → |PA| be the assignment such that wZ(v) = w(v) for all v ∈ V(s); and
wZ(zv;l;b) = {b} for all zv;l;b ∈ Z .
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Then the following two facts are equivalent:
(1) 〈l; b〉 ∈ Hw(s);
(2) there is a TYFT proof of a sequent s l→ t with premises ;w; and b ∈ wZ(t) ∩ |A|.
Proof (2) ⇒ (1): We proceed by induction on the depth of the TYFT proof for the
sequent s l→ t.
Base Case. If the TYFT proof is trivial, we have s l→ t ∈ ;w. By the de1nition of ;w
and Z , this holds if and only if s is a variable, t = zs;l;b for some b ∈ |A|, and 〈l; b〉 ∈
w(s) = Hw(s). Then the statement follows by observing that wZ(t) = wZ(zs;l;b) = {b}
by de1nition.
Inductive Case. Let us assume that the conditions listed in the second item of
De1nition 18 hold literally. By applying the induction hypothesis to the TYFT proofs
of sequents H(ti)
li→pi (see point (2) there), we have that 〈li; bi〉 ∈ Hw( H(ti)), for bi ∈
wZ(pi). This implies that 〈PA; wZ ◦ 〉 |= {ti li→yi}i∈I (where  is as in point (3) of
De1nition 18), and thus 〈PA; wZ ◦〉 |= f(x1; : : : ; xn) l→ t′, because PA |= r. Thus for all
b ∈ wZ( H(t′)) = wZ(t) we have 〈l; b〉 ∈ wZ( H(f(x1; : : : ; xn))) = wZ(s) = Hw(s), which
concludes this part of the proof.
(1) ⇒ (2). Since by Proposition 20 PA is the limit of the chain {PAk }k∈N, 〈l; b〉 ∈ Hw(s)
for w : V(s) → |PA| implies that there is a k ∈ N such that 〈l; b〉 ∈ wPAk (s), where
wPAk is the free extension of assignment w relative to algebra P
A
k . We show that point
(2) of the statement holds using induction on both k and the structure of s.
Base Case. Suppose that 〈l; b〉 ∈ wPA0 (s). By the de1nition of PA0 in the Base Case of
Proposition 20, this is only possible if s is a variable. In this case, from the hypothesis
〈l; b〉 ∈ wPA0 (s) = w(s) we immediately deduce that zs;l;b ∈ Z , s
l→ zs;l;b ∈ ;w and
wZ(zs;l;b) = {b} by the above de1nitions. Therefore there is a trivial TYFT proof for
sequent s l→ zs;l;b with premises ;w, and b ∈ wZ(zs;l;b), as required.
Inductive Case. Suppose now that 〈l; b〉 ∈ wPAk+1(s), and, without loss of generality,
that s is not a variable (otherwise also 〈l; b〉 ∈ wPA0 (s) holds, and the Base Case ap-
plies). Assuming that s=f(s1; : : : ; sn), we have 〈l; b〉 ∈fPAk+1(wPAk+1(s1); : : : ; wPAk+1(sn))⊆
fP
A
k+1( Hw(s1); : : : ; Hw(sn)).
As induction hypotheses, we assume that the statement holds true (IH1) for 〈l′; b′〉 ∈
Hw(s′), if s′ is a proper subterm of s, as well as (IH2) for 〈l′; b′〉 ∈ gPAk ( Hw(s′1); : : : ; Hw(s′m)),
with g : m ∈  and s′1; : : : ; s′m ∈ T(V(s)).
By Proposition 20, there is a rule r = {ti
li→ yi}i∈I
f(x1 ;:::;xn)
l→ t′
in TYFT[Th(%)] and a Y-linear
assignment u :V(r)→ |PA| such that
(a) ∀j ∈ {1; : : : ; n} : u(xj) = Hw(sj) ∧
(b) 〈PAk ; u〉 |= {ti
li→yi}i∈I [⇔ ∃bi : u(yi) ∩ |A| = {bi} ∧ 〈li; bi〉 ∈ uPAk (ti)] ∧
(c) b ∈ uPAk (t′) ∩ |A|.
We show now how to construct a term t ∈ T(V(;w)) and a TYFT proof of se-
quent s l→ t by exploiting rule r and the induction hypotheses. Let  : {x1; : : : ; xn} →
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T(V(s)) be the substitution de1ned as (xj)= sj for j ∈ {1; : : : ; n}: by point (a)
we have u(xj)= Hw((xj)), and thus uPAk (t)⊆ Hw( H(t)) for any term t ∈ T(V(s)). We
apply the induction hypotheses to the premises of the rule, namely to the memberships
〈li; bi〉 ∈ uPAk (ti)⊆ Hw( H(ti)) for all i ∈ I . We need to distinguish two cases. If ti is a
variable in {x1; : : : ; xn}, say ti = xj, then uPAk (ti)= u(xj)= Hw(sj), thus (IH1) applies. If ti
is not a variable, let ti = g(t′1; : : : ; t
′
m) for some g : m ∈ . Then uPAk (ti)= gP
A
k (uPAk (t
′
1); : : : ;
uPAk (t
′
m))⊆ gP
A
k ( Hw( H(t′1)); : : : ; Hw( H(t
′
m))), and in this case (IH2) applies. In both cases,
for each i ∈ I there is TYFT proof of a sequent H(ti) li→pi using as premises {v l→ z ∈
;w | v ∈V( H(ti))}, and such that (†) bi ∈ wZ(pi) ∩ |A|.
Now let  : V(r) → V(;w) be de1ned as in point (3) of De1nition 18. Since
u(yi)∩ |A| = {bi} for all i ∈ I , by (†) above we infer that u(y)∩ |A| ⊆wZ((y))∩ |A|
for all y ∈V(r). Finally, let t be de1ned as t = H(t′). In this way, by construction we
have a TYFT proof of sequent s l→ t with premises ;w, and b ∈ uPAk (t′)∩|A| ⊆wZPAk ( H(t
′))∩
|A| = wZPAk (t) ∩ |A| ⊆w
Z(t) ∩ |A|, and this concludes the proof.
If all equations in E satisfy the TYFT bisimilarity condition then P%(A) is a -algebra
if so is A.
Proposition 23 (Preservation of equations by P%). Consider an SOS speci?cation %=
〈= 〈; E〉; L; X; R〉 such that all equations s= t in E satisfy the TYFT bisimilarity
condition of De?nition 19. Then for all A∈Alg() we have P%(A)∈Alg().
Proof (Sketch): We have to show that P%(A)
def
= PA satis1es all equations in E. Let
s= t be an equation over X in E and let v :X →P(L× |A| + |A|) be an assignment.
Firstly, the fact that HvPA(s)∩|A| = HvPA(t)∩|A| easily follows from Fact 16. Now assume
that a value 〈l; b〉 is in HvPA(s). Then there is a sequent s l→ s′ and a TYFT proof for it
with premises ;v and b ∈ vZ(s′) ∩ |A|, by Lemma 22 (one way). But condition TYFT
bisimilarity of De1nition 19 gives us a TYFT proof also for t l→ t′, with t′ ≡E s′, using
the same premises. Since vZ(t′) ∩ |A| = vZ(s′) ∩ |A|, it follows that 〈l; a〉 is also in
vPA(t) by Lemma 22 (the other way). Similarly, every element in HvPA(t) is in HvPA(s).
Therefore under the mentioned condition on the equations P% maps -algebras to
-algebras. To prove that it is a well-de1ned functor, we have to show that if g :A→B
is a -homomorphism, then so is P%(g). We do this in the next proposition, by ex-
ploiting the fact that only TYFT rules in the theory of % are considered in the de1nition
of P%.
Proposition 24 (P% is a well-de1ned functor). Let % be as SOS speci?cation such
that the equations satisfy the conditions of Proposition 23. Then P% is a well-de?ned
endo-functor on Alg().
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Proof. We have to prove that if g :A→B is a -homomorphism, then so is P%(g) :
P%(A)→P%(B). Recall that by De1nition 19 P%(g) is de1ned, for all T ⊆ |PA|, as P%
(g)(T )= {g(a) | a∈T ∩ |A|} ∪ {〈l; g(a)〉 | 〈l; a〉 ∈T ∩L× |A|}. 9 Let us denote P%(g)
by gˆ for the rest of the proof.
The proof exploits the characterization of P%(A) (and P%(B)) as limits of corre-
sponding chains showing by induction that for all k ∈N, gˆ :PAk →PBk is a well-de1ned
homomorphism. For k =0, this is obvious. For the inductive case, let us assume
that gˆ :PAk →PBk is a -homomorphism. We have to show that for every f∈n and
for every T1; : : : ; Tn⊆ (L× |A|+ |A|),
gˆ(fP
A
k+1(T1; : : : ; Tn)) = fP
B
k+1(gˆ(T1); : : : ; gˆ(Tn)): (2)
Observe that the two sets in this equations are subsets of L× |B| + |B|: the fact that
their intersections with |B| are equal easily follows from Fact 16. Therefore we can
focus on the elements of L× |B| that they contain.
Let us consider the left-to-right inclusion of (2) 1rst. Suppose that 〈l; b〉 ∈ gˆ(fPAk+1
(T1; : : : ; Tn)), or, equivalently, that there exists an a∈A such that g(a)= b and 〈l; a〉 ∈
fP
A
k+1(T1; : : : ; Tn). Then, by the de1nition of fP
A
k+1 in Proposition 20 either 〈l; a〉 ∈
fP
A
k (T1; : : : ; Tn), and in this case 〈l; b〉 ∈fPBk (gˆ(T1); : : : ; gˆ(Tn))⊆fPBk+1(gˆ(T1); : : : ; gˆ(Tn))
by induction hypothesis. Or there exists a TYFT rule r ∈Th(%) and a Y-linear assignment
v such that 〈PAk ; v〉 is a solution to the premises and satis1es a few other conditions.
Now let w :V(r)→|PB| be the assignment de1ned as w= gˆ ◦ v. It is not di5cult to
check that 〈PBk ; w〉 is a solution to the premises of r, and that it satis1es the conditions
ensuring that 〈l; g(a)〉 ∈fPBk+1(gˆ(T1); : : : ; gˆ(Tn)), which proves the left-to-right inclusion
of (2).
For the right-to-left inclusion of (2), suppose that 〈l; b〉 ∈fPBk+1(gˆ(T1); : : : ; gˆ(Tn)).
Then, by the Inductive Case in Proposition 20, either 〈l; b〉 ∈fPBk (gˆ(T1); : : : ; gˆ(Tn))
and we can conclude easily. Or there exists a TYFT rule r ∈Th(%), r= {ti
li→ yi}i∈I
f(x1 ;:::;xn)
l→ t
,
there exists a Y-linear assignment w :V(r)→|PB| such that:
(a) ∀i∈ I :〈PBk ; w〉 |= {ti
li→yi}i∈I ∧
(b) ∀j∈{1; : : : ; n} :w(xj)= gˆ(Tj)∧
(c) b∈ HwPBk (t)∩ |B|.
We have to show, in this last case, that 〈l; b〉 ∈ gˆ(fPAk+1(T1; : : : ; Tn)). The main point
here is to determine a Y-linear assignment v :V(r)→|PA| such that all the premises of
the rule r are satis1ed in PAk . Firstly, let (a
′) v(xj)=Tj for all j∈{1; : : : ; n}. Since all xj
are distinct variables, this is well-de1ned, and we have gˆ(v(xj))= gˆ(Tj)=w(xj). Next
we de1ne v on the variables in {yi}i∈I . From De1nition 10 we know that for all i∈ I ,
V(ti)⊆{x1; : : : ; xn}, therefore HvPAk (ti) is well de1ned, and we have gˆ(HvPAk (ti))= HwPBk (ti),
because gˆ : PAk →PBk is a homomorphism by hypothesis. Now from (a) we know
9 Notice that P%(g) is uniquely determined in this way by the fact that P% is required to be a lifting of
PL along | |.
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that for all i∈ I , ∃bi:∈w(yi)∩ |B| ∧ 〈li; bi〉 ∈ HwPBk (ti)= gˆ(HvPAk (ti)). This implies that
there is an ai ∈ |A| such that g(ai) = bi and 〈li; ai〉 ∈ HvPAk (ti). De1ne v(yi) =
{ai}: we clearly have (b′) 〈PAk ; v〉 |= ti
li→yi, and also w(yi) ∩ |B| = gˆ(v(yi) ∩ |A|).
Finally, from (c) above (b∈ HwPBk (t)∩ |B|) we get b∈ gˆ(HvPAk (t))∩ |B|, which implies
that there is an a∈ |A| such that g(a)= b and a∈ HvPAk (t). From these last observa-
tions together with facts (a′) and (b′) we deduce that 〈l; a〉 ∈fPAk+1(T1; : : : ; Tn), and thus
〈l; b〉= 〈l; g(a)〉∈ gˆ(fPAk+1(T1; : : : ; Tn)), which concludes the proof.
Example 25 (Endofunctor lifting). The lifting derived from the rules of structured
transition systems over commutative monoids (cf. Proposition 7) coincides, but for
minor details, with the power monoid construction presented in [5], i.e.,
AP
%(A) = {AA}
S1 ⊗P%(A) S2 = {〈l1 ⊗L l2; b1 ⊗A b2〉 | 〈li; bi〉 ∈ Si} ∪ {b1 ⊗A b2 | bi ∈ Si}:
Concerning the -calculus example of Example 8, the ACI equations for | and + are
easily shown to satisfy the TYFT bisimilarity condition of De1nition 19, but the third
substitution axiom in the speci1cation (call it [sub3]) provides a counterexample to
that condition: The rule [out] allows to derive a sequent
Hzy:P[z=x]
Hzy→P[z=x] (3)
whose source is equivalent to (Hxy :P)[z=x] but there is no sequent ( Hxy :P)[z=x]
Hzy→Q
with Q≡E P[z=x] because there exists no rule for substitution.
3.3. Structured coalgebras and compositionality
Next we shall analyse the constraints imposed by the structured coalgebra setting on
the behaviour of a system. We shall see that this representation only works for systems
which are compositional in the sense of Example 9. In fact, the next proposition shows
that what we have called “compositionality of behaviour” is precisely captured by the
homomorphism property of the coalgebra structure map.
Proposition 26 (Homomorphism property of coalgebra structure). Let %= 〈; L; X; R〉
be a SOS speci?cation with = 〈; E〉 satisfying the condition of De?nition 19;
and let P% :Alg()→Alg() be the corresponding lifting of the endofunctor PL.
Let hts be a heterogeneous transition system over ; L; and let hts :A→
P%(A) be de?ned as hts(a)= {〈l; b〉 | a l→hts b}∪ {a}.
Then hts is a -homomorphism if and only if for every transition fA(a1; : : : ; an)
l→hts b in the system there is a TYFT proof of a sequent f(x1; : : : ; xn) l→ t with premises
;= {xj m→ zxj ;m;c|j∈{1; : : : ; n} ∧ aj m→ hts c} and such that b ∈ Hw(t); where the as-
signment w : V(;)→|PA| is de?ned as w(xj)= hts(aj) for all j ∈ {1; : : : ; n}, and
w(zx;m;c)= c.
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Proof. Note that we have:
fA(a1; : : : ; an)
l→hts b iJ [by de1nition of hts];
〈l; b〉 ∈ hts(fA(a1; : : : ; an)) iJ [by homomorphism property of hts];
〈l; b〉 ∈ fP%(A)(hts(a1); : : : ; hts(an)) iJ [introducing an assignment v];
〈l; b〉 ∈ Hv(f(x1; : : : ; xn)) ∧ ∀j ∈ {1; : : : ; n} : v(xj) = hts(aj):
Now the statement follows immediately by applying Lemma 22 to the last formula.
In other terms, a transition fA(a1; : : : ; an)
l→hts b out of a composed state exists if
and only if there is a TYFT proof for a corresponding sequent using some transitions out
of a1; : : : an to satisfy the premises. That means, only such transition systems where all
transitions can be derived using TYFT proofs from the speci1cation can be represented as
coalgebras. In the theory of algebraic speci1cation such a condition corresponds to the
notion of (term-) generated algebra, i.e., an algebra where the initial homomorphism
is surjective. In Horn clause logic (or Logic Programming), this is nothing else but
the well-known closed world assumption. As a consequence we have the necessary
condition that the SOS speci1cation % is equivalent to the set of all TYFT rules in the
theory Th(%), that is, more complex rules have to be derivable from more basic ones.
However, due to the presence of equations, this condition is not su5cient. In fact,
Example 9 can be used to show that the condition of Proposition 26 is not satis1ed in
the -calculus fragment we are considering: Although the speci1cation consists entirely
of rules in deSimone format, it is not compositional in the sense of Proposition 26 since
there exists a -transition from P[u=v], but there is no derived TYFT rule with a conse-
quence of the form s[u=v] l→ t by which the transition from P[u=v] could be proved. It
has been stressed that the (non-)compositionality of the behaviour is closely related to
the fact that bisimulation is (not) a congruence. In fact, it can be shown that whenever
there is a lifting P% of functor PL to Alg() such that a system is representable as a
P%-coalgebra, then its coarsest bisimulation is a congruence. Therefore, in a heteroge-
neous transition system over , the observation that bisimilarity is not a congruence is
already su5cient to show that it cannot be represented as a coalgebra for any lifting
of the functor PL to -algebras.
Proposition 27 (Bisimilarity is a congruence in structured coalgebras). Let  be an
algebraic speci?cation; L be a -algebra of labels; and BL :Alg()→Alg() be
a lifting of PL :Set→Set. If 〈S; 〉 is a BL -coalgebra and 〈S; →〉 its correspond-
ing structured LTS; then bisimilarity on 〈S; →〉 is a congruence with respect to the
operators in .
Proof. By Proposition 28 below, the right adjoint of Proposition 13 lifts to a right
adjoint R :Alg()→BL -Coalg. Thus, BL -Coalg inherits a 1nal object R(1) from
Alg(). Since VB is a right adjoint as well, the 1nal object is preserved. Hence,
bisimilarity induced by the 1nal morphism to R(1) in B-Coalg is determined by the
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underlying sets and functions, i.e., its de1nition does not use the algebraic structure of
states and transitions. Since the 1nal morphisms in BL -Coalg are -homomorphisms,
it follows that bisimilarity is a congruence.
Proposition 28 (Lifting adjunctions). Let  be a speci?cation; B :Set→Set be a
functor; and B :Alg()→Alg() be a lifting of B along V. Then; the forget-
ful functor VB :B
-Coalg→B-Coalg de?ned on objects and arrows by
〈a : A→ BA〉 → 〈Va : VA→ VBA = BVA〉 and f → Vf
has a left adjoint FB :B-Coalg→B-Coalg with U ◦FB =F ◦U; denoting by U :
B-Coalg→Set and U :B-Coalg→Alg() the obvious underlying functors.
Moreover; if U :B-Coalg→Set has a right adjoint R :Set→B-Coalg this lifts to
a right adjoint R :Alg()→B-Coalg for U with R ◦V =VB ◦R.
Proposition 28 is proved in [6] using techniques analogous to those used in [29].
In fact, it can be shown that the category B-Coalg of coalgebras over -algebras is
isomorphic to a category of bialgebras in the sense of [29].
4. Compositional interpretation of open systems
The discussion in the previous section shows that a transition system where bisimi-
larity ∼ is not a congruence cannot be represented as a structured coalgebra. Hence, the
idea is to modify the system in such a way that bisimilarity in the new system coincides
with the coarsest bisimulation which is a congruence in the original system. In [26]
such an equivalence has been characterised operationally as dynamic bisimilarity.
The basic idea of dynamic bisimulation is to allow at every step of bisimulation
not only the execution of an action, but also the embedding of the two agents under
measurement within the same, but otherwise arbitrary, context. As stressed in Section 1,
this notion of bisimulation is very natural for open systems, which have to be compared
also with respect to their behaviour in response to dynamic recon1gurations like the
addition of new components.
The following de1nition is made parametric with respect to the set of allowed
contexts.
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Denition 29 (Dynamic bisimulation). Let hts= 〈S;→〉 be a heterogeneous transition
system over  and L; C be a set of contexts over , and let R be a binary relation
over S.
Then ;Cd , a function from relations to relations, is de1ned as follows:
(s; t)∈;Cd (R) if and only if for each l∈L and for each context C ∈C:
• whenever C[s] l→ s′ there exists t′ such that C[t] l→ t′ and (s′; t′)∈R;
• whenever C[t] l→ t′ there exists s′ such that C[s] l→ s′ and (s′; t′)∈R.
A relation R is called C-dynamic bisimulation if and only if R⊆;Cd (R). It is called
dynamic bisimulation if C is the set of all contexts over .
The relation ∼dC=∪{R |R⊆;Cd (R)} is called C-dynamic bisimilarity. It is called
dynamic bisimilarity ∼d if C is the set of all contexts over .
A set of contexts U over  is called universal for hts if ∼dU=∼d.
It is shown in [26] that dynamic bisimilarity is the coarsest bisimulation which
is a congruence. Therefore it coincides with observational congruence if (and only
if) ≈ is a bisimulation. For example, ∼d and ≈ are diJerent for CCS with weak
bisimulation [23], which is the main case study in [26], because for this process algebra
≈ is not a bisimulation; instead they coincide for structured transition systems as well
as for the -calculus fragment we are considering.
It turns out that the idea of dynamic bisimulation – to consider a system as acting in
an open, dynamic environment – shall also solve our problem of presenting the running
example as structured coalgebras. For this purpose we will extend the transition relation
by what one could call “conditional transitions”, i.e., transitions that would be enabled
if a certain context would be provided. Instead of de1ning the modi1cation directly on
the transitions, in the de1nition below we add appropriate introduction and elimination
rules to the SOS speci1cation.
Denition 30 (Closure under context transitions). Given a SOS speci1cation %= 〈;
L; X; R〉 where all rules in R are in separated format (see De1nition 10), let T% be the
corresponding initial transition system, and U be a universal set of contexts for T%
satisfying the following properties.
(1) U is generated by a set of basic contexts Ci = op(x1; : : : ; xi−1; •; xi+1; : : : ; xn) for
op∈n
(2) for every equation s= s′ in % and every substitution  : X → T(X ) such that
there exists a TYFT proof of sequent H(s) l→ t with premises {ti li→yi}i∈I and no
TYFT proof of sequent H(s′) l→ t with the same premises, there exists D∈U and
f∈n such that s′=D[f(x1; : : : ; xn)].
Then the closure of % under context transitions is the speci1cation
%∗ = 〈;U× L; X; R∗〉
which is derived as follows:
Relabelling: The pairs 〈C; l〉 of contexts and labels shall be denoted as C  l.
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Replace each rule
{si li→ ti}i∈I
s l→ t
by
{si •
li→ ti}i∈I
s •
l→ t
by adding the empty context •. This empty context shall usually be omitted.
Context introduction: For all s; s′ ∈T(X ) with V(s′)⊆V(s), and for all C;D∈U
such that D[s′]≡E s introduce a rule
[+D]
s C
l→ y
s′ C◦D
l→ y
with y =∈V(s).
Context elimination: For all C;D∈U introduce a rule
[−D] x
C◦D
l→ y
D[x] C
l→ y
The two new families of rules above represent two kinds of operations on transitions.
The context introduction rules allow a process to “borrow” a context C in order to
perform a transition labelled by l. This debt is recorded in the label of the new transition
as C  l. With the context elimination rules, the context is given back, deriving in this
way the original transition. Conditions (1) and (2) on contexts ensure that the closure
adds to the system “enough” TYFT rules so that all transitions can be derived using
TYFT rules only.
Example 31 (Closure under context). Next we shall demonstrate how, in the case of
our -calculus example, the context completion allows us to satisfy both the TYFT
bisimilarity condition in De1nition 19 and the condition of Proposition 26 ensuring the
homomorphism property of the coalgebra map.
It is well-known (see e.g. [24]) that substitutions provide a set of universal contexts
for the -calculus, i.e., U= {•[x=y] | x; y∈N}. This obviously satis1es the second
condition in De1nition 30 because in all axioms which do not already satisfy the TYFT
bisimilarity condition (i.e., the substitution axioms) the left-hand side is of the form
f(x1; : : : ; xn)[x=y].
In Example 25 we have shown that, e.g., the third substitution axiom [sub3] in the
speci1cation of Example 8 provides a counterexample to the TYFT bisimilarity condition
using transition Hzy:P[z=x]
Hzy→P[z=x] (3). After completing the speci1cation according to
De1nition 30 we can derive a TYFT rule
[r-sub3]
Hzy:P[z=x]
Hzy→Q
Hxy:P
•[z=x]
 Hzy→ Q
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using axiom [sub3] and the context introduction rule [+ • [z=x]]. Now, using [r-sub3]
and the context elimination rule [− •[z=x]], from (3) we can derive the transition
( Hxy:P)[z=x]
Hzy→Q required to satisfy the TYFT bisimilarity condition of Proposition 23.
The deduction rules of De1nition 30 may also be applied in order to decompose
rules with non-basic source, which violate the condition of Proposition 26. From the
-calculus rules [in], [out], and [com] we can derive the rule
[tau]
Huy:P|u(z):Q →P|(Q[y=z])
Since Huy:P|u(z) :Q=( Huy:P|v(z) :Q)[u=v] (assuming that v =∈ free-names(P;Q)) with
C[•] = •[u=v] and s′= Huy:P|v(z) :Q we obtain the context introduction and elimination
rules
[+ • [u=v]] Huy:P|u(z):Q
→R
Huy:P|v(z):Q •[u=v]
→ R
; [− • [u=v]] P
•[u=v]
→ Q
P[u=v] →Q
:
With these rules it is possible to derive the -transition of Example 9 from a transition
out of the agent P as follows.
Huy:0|u(z):0 → 0|0 = 0
Huy:0|v(z):0 •[u=v];→ 0|0 = 0
Huy:0|u(z):0 → 0
[tau]
[+ • [u=v]]
[− • [u=v]]
The following proposition gives the semantical justi1cation of the closure construc-
tion and states that the original problem, the coalgebraic presentation of the hetero-
geneous transition system generated by the rules, is solved for systems satisfying the
conditions of De1nition 29. The proof is based on the observation that, after context
completion, every derivation of a transition can be transformed into a derivation using
only the TYFT rules in the theory of %.
Proposition 32 (Dynamic bisimulation). Let %= 〈; L; X; R〉 be an SOS speci?cation
with rules in separated format; such that its closure under context transitions %∗
is de?ned. Then; dynamic bisimilarity on the initial %-transition system T% coincides
with bisimilarity on the initial %∗-transition system T%∗ = 〈T∗ ;→%∗〉.
Moreover; PL :Set→Set lifts to an endofunctor P%∗ :Alg()→Alg(); and the
PL-coalgebra 〈|T∗ |; %∗〉 corresponding to the transition system T%∗ lifts to a P%∗ -
coalgebra 〈T∗ ; %∗〉 which is initial in P%∗ -Coalg.
Proof. We show that, given a set of transitions, each proof of a transition using the
rules in %∗ can be transformed into a proof using only TYFT rules in the theory of %∗.
This implies that %∗ satis1es the TYFT bisimilarity condition of De1nition 19 and also
that T%∗ satis1es the condition of Proposition 26.
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In general, when deriving a new transition from a couple of given ones, we may
either use a rule or an equation. In both cases we have to show that the same eJect
can be obtained using only TYFT rules and no equations in the theory. In the 1rst case,
suppose that the rule applied is
[r]
{ti li→yi}i∈I
op(s1; : : : ; sn)
l→ t
which by hypothesis is in separated format (but not necessarily TYFT). The closure
under context transitions yields rules
[+Ci]
op(s1; : : : ; sn)
l→y
si
Ci
l→ y
and [−Ci] x
Ci
l→ y
Ci[x]
l→y
for all i∈{1; : : : ; n} and Ci = op(s1; : : : ; si−1; •; si+1; : : : ; sn). Now, composing rule [r]
with [+Ci] we obtain
[r;Ci]
{ti li→yi}i∈I
si
Ci
l→ t
which, followed by [−Ci], allows all the deductions possible using [r]. Notice that the
number of symbols in both si and Ci[x] is strictly smaller than in op(s1; : : : ; sn). Thus,
successive decomposition of proof steps 1nally yields a proof using TYFT rules only.
In the second case assume that a transition is derived by using an axiom [ax] s= t.
The application of [ax] to a state, substituting an instance of s by an instance of t,
can be mimicked by the rules
[r-ax]
s l→y
t l→y
(for all l ∈ L)
which are themselves derived by applying [ax] to the tautological rule having s l→y
both as premise and conclusion. Now, using the same transformations as above, every
proof step using [r-ax] can be decomposed into a sequence of steps using TYFT rules
only. Moreover, by initiality of T∗ in Alg(∗), the coalgebra structure %∗ is the
unique homomorphism into P%
∗
(T∗) which is therefore the only coalgebra structure
on T∗ . Now, it is easy to show using the techniques of [29] that P%
∗
-Coalg has an
initial coalgebra whose carrier is the initial algebra T∗ . This implies that T%∗ is this
initial coalgebra.
It remains to show that dynamic bisimilarity ∼d on T% coincides with bisimilarity
∼ on T%∗ . Consider states s; t ∈T. It is easy to see that T and T∗ have isomorphic
carriers. Thus, without loss of generality, we assume that they are equal, i.e., s; t ∈T∗ .
First we show that s∼d t implies s∼ t. Assume s l→ s′. By s∼d t we have that C[s] l→ s′
implies C[t] l→ t′ for each context C. Using the empty context C = • this yields t l→ t′
as required. The symmetric argument shows that s∼ t. Vice versa, in order to show
that s∼ t implies s∼d t, assume a context C such that C[s] l→ s′. Since s∼ t and
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∼ is a congruence (cf. Proposition 27), this implies C[s]∼C[t] and thus C[t] l→ t.
By symmetry we have s∼d t.
Example 33 (Counter example revisited). Applying the context closure of De1nition 30,
also the counterexample of Example 9 does not apply anymore. In fact, the two agents
P= Huy :0|v(z) :0 and Q= Huy :v(z) :0+v(z) : Huy :0 are not bisimilar in the 1rst place. This
is due to the additional •[u=v];-labelled transition out of P which cannot be matched
by a transition of Q.
5. Conclusion
In this paper we have studied the relationship between SOS speci1cations with struc-
tural axioms, transition systems with algebraic structure, and coalgebras in categories
of algebras. In particular we have characterised those transition systems for which a
structured coalgebraic presentation is possible, and the classes of SOS speci1cations
generating such “well-behaved” systems (cf. De1nition 19 and Proposition 26). It turns
out that the conditions which guarantee a coalgebraic presentation of a transition system
are very similar to the ones which ensure that bisimilarity is a congruence. Essentially
they require that the behaviour of the system is compositional, in the sense that all
transitions from complex states can be derived using the rules from transitions out of
component states. In the case without structural axioms, such condition means that each
rule in the speci1cation has a basic operation as the source of its conclusion; indeed
this is the common point of many SOS formats (see e.g. [2, 9, 16]). With structural
axioms, the situation is more complicated since basic operations can be equivalent to
complex terms, and complex states may be decomposed into component states in many
diJerent ways (cf. Example 9).
We have also proposed a general procedure (cf. De1nition 30) which, when applied
to a (not necessarily well-behaved) SOS speci1cation, extends the set of rules in such
a way that the resulting speci1cation is well-behaved, that is, its generated transition
system can be represented as a coalgebra in a category of algebras (see Proposition 32).
The idea is to add transitions which may place a process into a context, simulating
in this way the de1nition of dynamic bisimulation ([26], see also De1nition 29). Intu-
itively, this means to consider processes as open systems which may be recon1gured
at runtime.
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